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Just as fashion trends change over time, so do our standards for finding aids. Recently, we 
revisited a number of our guides that have existed unchanged online for years and found that 
many have not aged well. Some finding aids were written by untrained staff or were created 
prior to the introduction of DACS. Others suffered from neglect in that they weren’t updated to 
reflect accruals to a collection or were not checked for grammar and spelling errors. It was time 
to take our finding aids from drab to fab, but how? 
 
We, like many other archives, find ourselves with more projects than we have staff or time to 
complete, but we also know how important it is to have quality finding aids for our users. Since 
our efforts began, we have zhuzhed over 30 finding aids, improving intellectual control and 
patron access to our materials. Our poster explains what we are doing to makeover our existing 
finding aids, what we have learned in the process, and how we can create a more timeless style 
for our finding aids and minimize the need for extreme makeovers in the future. 
 
What does our shorthand mean? 

★ DACS- Making the finding aid conform to DACS standards. Often this meant fixing title, 
dates, names, etc. or adding additional information. 

★ Formatting- How does the finding aid look? Fixing citations, access, provenance, general 
look of the finding aid. 

★ Errors- General mistakes, such as  typos, factual issues, punctuation, non-public 
information published. 

★ Clarity- Anything that makes the finding aid easier to read or understand through 
language. Rewriting or revising content, folder titles. 

★ Physical- Anything to do with the actual collection. Renaming or renumbering physical 
folders, moving materials, rehousing or reprocessing. 

 
Poster link: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-9VGywcaZBbZ0tZN2dlU1phOE9sMktQNmhuNDRIV3ZPWEp
R/view?usp=sharing 
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A Better Look at our Total Teardown















 
See the Updated Finding Aid: 
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaxtf/view?docId=vcu-cab/vircu00154.xml 

http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaxtf/view?docId=vcu-cab/vircu00154.xml

